1. Introduction

Large axle loads of the trains usually cause serious wear and structure transformations of the rails. Near surface region of the rail surface appears white under the metallographic observation [1 - 3]. For this reason this region is named white etching layer (WEL). Origin of WEL was widely discussed. Newcomb and Stobbs reported that WEL is initiated by the repetitive and severe plastic deformation [4]. On the other hand, phase analyses reveal retained austenite which indicates that WEL is thermally initiated process when the near surface region undergoes heating above austenitizing temperature followed by rapid self-cooling [1 - 3 and 5]. Such process hinders full transformation of austenite to pearlite and certain volume of austenite retains in the WEL. WEL was subjected to many studies in which variable techniques were employed to identify stress state, phase composition, chemical and other alterations [1 - 5]. It was reported [1] that WEL is a product of rolling-contact fatigue caused by the alternating stresses associated with rolling contact bodies. Operation of the rails containing WEL regions may be risky with the respect to possible rails macro cracking initiated by micro cracks in the WEL. Furthermore, rails are subjected to grinding process in order to remove damaged layer and surface asperities [3].

For these reasons the suitable non destructive method would be beneficial to revelation of the surface damage degree. Magnetic Barkhausen noise (MBN) is sensitive to microstructure and stress state [6 - 11]. Being so, this study deals with sensitivity of MBN technique for such purpose. MBN originates from irreversible and discontinuous Bloch Walls (BW) motion during the cyclic magnetization. The main reason can be viewed in pinning strength of variable microstructure features interfering with BW in motion. Irreversible and discontinuous BW motion produces acoustic as well as electromagnetic pulses. Electromagnetic pulses propagate towards free surface and can be detected by the use of a suitable pick up coil. It is well known that MBN is a function of stress state as well as microstructure. However, stress state affects mainly the domain and corresponding BW alignment whereas microstructure affects the free path of BW motion [7]. Microstructure of matrix can be expressed in many terms and it is worth to mention that BW interferes with all crystalline defects. Being so, in many studies MBN is studied as a function of dislocation density [9], carbides precipitation [10], grain size or presence of non ferromagnetic phases [7]. Transformations in WEL are very complex and fully change character of the matrix. Being so, MBN could be a promising technique for monitoring of surface state of rails in operation. This pilot study reports about monitoring of surface damage in the rail by the use of MBN.
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2. Experimental part

The experimental study was carried out on hot rolled rail steel R220 (strength 785 ± 50 MPa, hardness 215 ±35 HB) of chemical composition indicated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bal.</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rail was subjected to the 20 years accumulated passing tonnage about 0.8 million tons per year. Figure 1 shows a photo of the rail profile with indication of the analyzed zone. The rail surface was measured and analyzed within the whole rail width in which the possible contact of the rail and wheel can be expected. Metallographic observation, micro hardness alterations, XRD and MBN measurements were carried in certain points regularly distributed within the rail width (distance between the neighboring points is kept 6 mm).

MBN was measured by the use of RollScan 350 and software µScan 500 (magnetizing voltage 5 V, magnetizing frequency 125 Hz, 10 bursts, sensor type S1-18-12-01, frequency range of MBN from 10 to 1000 kHz). MBN values were obtained by averaging 10 MBN bursts (5 magnetizing cycles). MBN refers to the rms (effective) value of the signal. Estimated sensing depth of the MBN signal is about 50 μm. Magnetization of the rail surface was carried out in the direction of traction.

Residual stresses and phase analysis were measured via X-ray diffraction technique (XRD) ((211), α-Fe, CrKα, 40kV, 30mA, average sensing depth approx. 3 μm, X’Pert PRO). Except stress state also Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) was analyzed since this parameter is closely connected with micro hardness of the matrix.

To reveal the microstructure transformations induced by severe plastic deformation 10 mm long pieces were routinely prepared for metallographic observations (etched by 3% Nital for 8s). Microstructure was observed in the direction longitudinal with the track direction.

Vickers micro hardness readings were conducted by Zwick Roel ZHm micro-hardness tester by applying the force 50g for 10 seconds. Micro hardness was determined by averaging 3 repetitive measurements (3 micro hardness profiles spaced 0.1 mm).

All measurements were conducted at 7 points within the rail surface region indicated in Fig. 1. The first position was placed 3 mm from the left side. The following positions were spaced 6 mm each to other (also bulk structure was investigated).

3. Results of experiments

Figure 2 illustrates the bulk structure as well as rail surfaces. Bulk is composed of pearlite with the equiaxed grains. On the other hand, the sub surface regions exhibit preferential orientation of the pearlite matrix due to hot rolling process. WEL is superimposed on this preferentially oriented matrix. Figure 3 also depicts that thickness of WEL varies within the investigated rail width. Thin and discontinuous WEL can be found on the left side of the rail width (distance 3 mm) whereas thick and continuous WEL is located at the distance 9 and especially 15 mm from the left side of the rail. Distances 21 and 27 mm also exhibit thin and discontinuous WEL whereas positions 33 and 39 mm indicate no WEL in the surface region.

It can be easily understood that the main rail load is positioned in the zones of thick and continuous WEL. Micrographs also indicate that the rail surface is polluted by the long term oxidation. Oxides initiated on the rail free surface contaminate not only WEL region but the whole rail width and process of plastic deformation dips oxides into the deeper layer beneath the free surface. Micrographs also reveal surface cracking since WEL regions become hard and brittle. Further loading of such structure together with oxidizes initiate micro cracking contributing to the remarkable irregularities in the rail surface profile.

Surface oxidation can be verified by phase analyses executed by the use of XRD technique. Table 2 indicates that all regions contain Fe₂O₃ and first 3 regions also FeO. Table 2 also shows that bulk structure is entirely composed of pearlite phase. On the other hand, thick WEL regions contain martensite matrix of high tetragonality mixed with retained austenite whereas the right side of the rail width is composed of ferrite (low degree of lattice tetragonality) without retained austenite. Phase analysis verifies that WEL is thermally induced structure since retained austenite indicates that the near surface region undergoes heating above the austenitizing temperature. Table 2 also indicates that original pearlite structure is completely decomposed. Cementite lamellas are broken into very fine particles and certain volume of carbon is dissolved in the matrix [2 and 5].
Fig. 2 Metallographic observation of the rail surface + bulk
High hardness of the WEL corresponds with the high tetragonality of matrix (see Table 2) and associated dislocation density. Such matrix is produced due to rapid self-cooling from austenitizing temperature and results into remarkable surface hardening [1 - 2 and 5]. Thick and continuous WEL corresponds with quite deep extent of high hardness for distances 9 and especially 15 mm. On the other hand, it is worth to mention that micro hardness profiles for distances 3, 21 and 27 mm are debatable since WELs in these areas are discontinuous; they can occur in the form of localized spots thus indentation results can remarkably vary in the near surface region.

As it was expected, compressive stresses can be found within the whole rail width. The left side exhibits higher magnitude of compressive stresses compared to the rest of the rail surface. Figure 4, Table 3 and Fig. 5 show poor sensitivity of residual stresses against the thickness of WEL since the thick WEL gives nearly the same stresses as the regions containing thin discontinuous WEL or regions free of WEL, see Fig. 4. The main reasons can be found as follows:

- sensing depth of XRD technique is too low (about 5 μm) compared with thickness of WEL; thus stress state can not distinguish between thin and thick WEL,
- surface cracking releases the stresses in the WEL and other regions,
- due to long term cyclic loading WEL region undergoes repetitive periods of surface hardening followed by the matrix dynamic recovery and the corresponding stress relaxation [2].

On the other hand, FWHM is more sensitive to the structure alterations; thus regions containing thick WEL exhibit high values of FWHM a vice versa, see Fig. 4, Table 2 and Fig. 6. High values of FWHM correspond with high hardness and associated high dislocation density. Compared to the stress state, relationship between WEL thickness and FWHM exhibits better correlation (expressed in term $R^2$), see Fig. 6.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dis. (mm)</th>
<th>Fe $\alpha$</th>
<th>Fe $\gamma$</th>
<th>Fe$_3$C</th>
<th>Fe$_2$O$_3$</th>
<th>FeO</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Fe fct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bulk</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

●+ - high degree of lattice tetragonality
●- - low degree of lattice tetragonality
Table 2 and Fig. 7 show very good sensitivity of MBN versus WEL thickness. Relation between MBN and WEL thickness is linear and increasing WEL thickness can be directly linked with decreasing magnitude of MBN signal. The main reasons can be found as follows:

- much higher sensing depth of MBN technique (compared with XRD technique),
- martensite matrix of the high degree of lattice tetragonality containing carbon in the supersaturated state, high dislocation density and the corresponding high hardness,
- retained austenite in the WEL strongly hinder BW motion,
- oxides (FeO and Fe$_2$O$_3$) as hard ferromagnetic particles embedded in the martensite matrix also strongly pin BW motion,
- micro cracks such as defects not producing MBN emission.

Figure 7 shows that thickness of WEL can be easily obtained from MBN signal; thus damaged rail layer can be monitored in a non-destructive manner.

4. Conclusions

Micro cracking in the hard and brittle WEL arises from the cyclic long term loading and potentially can initiate rail macro cracking. For this reason, rails should be subjected to the re-grinding process in order to remove the damaged layer and refresh the surface state. MBN technique could be potentially employed for the assessment of WEL thickness as a layer removed by grinding. Finally, this is the pilot study which would suggest a possible concept for prevention of unexpected rails deformation (or cracking) due to their thermal dilatation (and the corresponding stresses) initiated by the ambient temperature fluctuations via MBN technique. However, MBN emission initiated by external stresses is combined with MBN from the accumulated damage of the rail surface due to its cyclic severe loading.
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